The concept of Random Access Scan (RAS) where every Flip-Flop is addressed uniquely has been subject to criticism at the very thought. It seems at the first impulse that the cost associated with routing is overwhelming. This argument has shelved the idea for 25 years now. In this paper we propose an architecture that minimizes the signals to the RAS Flip-Flop (FF) and give an estimate of the increase in area due to the increase in gates and increase in routing. Two global signals, scanin and mode control, have been eliminated from the previous RAS designs presented in the literature. For n flip-flops, instead of routing n address wires, one to each FF, we use √ n wires in an xy matrix layout. A unique toggle mechanism is incorporated in the RAS FF that totally eliminates the scanin signal wire and reduces the vector set up to 60% compared to traditional serial scan (SS). The SS induces unnecessary circuit activity during scan and the circuit under test (CUT) dissipates an enormous amount of power. Our design reduces the power dissipation by 99%. The problem of delay testing is highly constrained in SS and the scan-cell is often modified to assist delay testing. Any single input change delay test can be directly applied in our design. Hence all testable paths in the circuit can be effectly tested without constraints. We also propose a multistage scanout system to observe the addressed FF avoiding a slow output bus with very high capacitance.
Introduction
Testing sequential circuits has been one of the most challenging areas in digital circuits. Automating test generation for large sequential circuits without Design for Testability (DFT) logic has met with marginal success. Additional hardware is usually added to accomplish a high fault coverage in these circuits. Serial scan (SS) design has been one of the most successful methods in testing digital circuits. Although it enables the application of combinational test generation algorithm, alternative methods are sought after because of some inherent drawbacks like increased test time and test power consumption. Several methods are suggested and implemented to circumvent this problem. A widely successful method is partial scan [1] . But it provides a trade off between the ease of testing and the costs associated with scan design. The problem of efficiently selecting the scan registers is still widely open to research. Cross-check methodology [2] provides a comprehensive solution to test sequential circuits and almost solves all the problems related to test application time and provides massive controllability and observability.
Power consumption during testing is much higher than during normal circuit operation. It is important and vital to target, low power dissipation during testing, since excessive heat can damage the circuit under test. The long scan-in/scan-out sequences trigger random circuit activity resulting in high power consumption. Test scheduling is a common approach to avoid the damage of complex devices, such as SOC [3, 4] . As a result test parallelism is reduced and testing time eventually increases. It is a well known fact that serial scan operation may create unacceptably high activity due to frequent transitions in scan chain. To circumvent this problem the scan clock is slowed down [5] . Again the test application time increases, which is undesirable.
ATPG based methods have also been used to target the power issue [6] . However, this method often results in longer test sequences. Compaction of test vectors, can reduce the length of tests, but the compacted vector set generally induces more activity resulting in higher power consumption [7] . To overcome this problem modification of test vectors for power saving has also been addressed [8] . Another method studied to reduce test power and/or test application time is modifying the order of scan cells or inserting inversion logic between scan cells after the test generation [9] . Seth et al. in [10] describe a double-tree scan architecture to reduce test power. Although the power saving is quite significant, the test time and test data volume either remains the same or increase. A modified scanarchitecture to reduce test time in full-scan circuits has been addressed [11] . The authors illustrate a reduction of test time by 50%, nevertheless test power still remains a matter of concern.
Testing for path delay faults in non-scan sequential circuits is complicated by the limited state transitions during normal operation. An accepted method for overcoming this difficulty is to use a scan chain consisting of enhanced scan FFs which makes the application of arbitrary vector pairs possible. However this technique requires a hold-latch connected to each FF in addition to a "HOLD" signal that must be routed to every hold latch. This increases the area overhead and also adds some delay in the scan path [12] . Normalscan sequential circuits can be tested for delay faults, but the vector-pairs must be specially generated [13] . Here, the first vector V1 is scanned in (usually with a slow scan clock) and is then replaced in the scan register by either (a) applying V2 which is obtained by a one-bit shift to the scan register also known as scanshift delay test [14, 15] , or (b) propagating V1 through the combinational logic in the normal mode, where the state portion of V2 my be justified by V1, known as Functional broad-side delay test [16] . However, high fault coverages are dependent on the circuit and cannot be guaranteed due to the correlation between the two vectors.
All the problems stated above are due to the underlying architecture used, which is SS! Random access scan (RAS) [17] is a single solution to most of them. As the name implies, each scan-cell is randomly and uniquely addressable. A recent RAS architecture [18] targets reduction of both test application time as well as power consumption simultaneously, which are otherwise complementary objectives. A modified scheme of RAS has been described in [19] , although with a different name. Here, the captured response of the previous pattern in the FFs is used as a template and modified by a circular shift for the subsequent pattern.
In this paper, we describe an architecture for the RAS-cell, aiming at minimizing the routing complexity as compared to the architecture described in the previous work [18] . This work is based on the premise that as technology advances (more gates per die), a minimal increase in design for testability (DFT) at the cost of reduced computational resources and increased flexibility in testing, will be least prohibitive. This paper is organized as follows. The architecture along with an optimized routing of decoder signals, and the testing of the test-circuitry is described in Section 2. An algorithm to compact the test vectors is described in Section 3. In Section 4, delay testing using RAS is investigated. Experimental results on IS-CAS Benchmark circuits are presented in Section 5. An algorithm to generate test vectors especially for RAS technique is described in Section 6.
New RAS Architecture
In SS, FFs form a seamless chain from the scan-in pin to the scan-out out pin in the test mode, forming a shift register structure. During normal mode of operation the input to the FFs is from the combinational logic. During scan-in/scan-out, every FF is subject to change in state. This leads to continuous activity in the FFs as well as the combinational circuits dissipating a lot of power, which is very undesirable. In RAS, a decoder is used to address every FF. Hence at any given point of time only one FF is accessed while the other FFs retain their state. This way no activity takes place in the circuit during the scan mode or the test mode. The architectures described in the literature [17, 18, 20] mainly consists of a scan-in signal that is broadcasted to all the FFs, a test control signal that is also broadcasted to all the FFs and a unique decoder signal from the decoder to every FF. The output from the FF is either fed into a MISR or the outputs are ORed to a primary output justifying the logic.
The design could become cumbersome if a unique decoder signal is routed to every FF and the scan-in signal is broadcasted. In the design that we have developed, we use a unique toggling scheme wherein the addressed FF toggles its present state in the test mode, there by reducing a separate globally routed scan-in signal. The output from the FF is fed into a bus. Thus the addressed FF places its value on the bus in the test mode providing the necessary observability.
The design of our RAS FF can be described by three operations that are essential to satisfy the test requirements, which are, to capture the response of the circuit in the normal mode, to toggle the current state of the FF being addressed and retrieve the contents simultaneously, and finally make sure that all unaddressed FFs hold their previous states while one FF is being accessed during test mode. The operations are summarized in the first column of Table 1 . We have assumed that the FF is made up of a master and a slave latch similar to that shown in Figure 1 .
Every FF gets two inputs, one from the row (x) and one from the column (y) decoder. The other inputs are clock and data from the combinational logic. The combinations used for the three defined functions are listed in Table 1 . The operation of the modified scan-FF can be described using Figure 3 .
In the normal mode of operation, the x and y lines are '0's and the decoders are disabled. The output at every AND gate inside the FF is '0' enabling the OR gate and routing the data from the combinational logic through the multiplexer to be captured in the FFs. The master is latched at the pulse of the clock and the slave is latched subsequently. In the test mode, the clock is stopped and the row and column decoders select one line each to address a FF at its intersection. Hence only one FF which is addressed sees a '1' at both x and y lines. The multiplexer now routes the inverted contents of the FF to the master, we address this as the toggle mode. The signal on the x or y is then made to go to '0', performing the function of a clock to load the slave latch. This operation can happen at any desired frequency. Hence the addressed FF toggles its state and at the same time the tristate buffer is enabled to route the data previously stored in the FF to a common bus. Meanwhile, the other FFs have to hold their previous states while the toggle operation is being performed on one FF. Since the output from the AND gate is '0', the master latch never gets activated since the clock is turned off and hence the slave latch holds its previous state. One must note that addressing a FF reads the contents of the FF as well as toggles its contents. Hence the contents of the FF after a read operation would be opposite to the value that was read out. Care is to be taken to avoid race condition in the FF. This can be achieved by inserting appropriate delays. All the FFs can be cleared initially by using a builtin circuitry, which in the clear mode would read each FF and based on its current contents determine if another read operation is to performed to clear it. For example, during the clear mode, if a FF is read and is found to contain logic '0' state then the same FF is addressed again to toggle its present state which is logic '1'. This calls for two clock cycles. While in the case when the first read is a logic '1', the next cycle is a dummy cycle and the FF is left unaddressed. Hence, the number of clock cycles to clear all FFs would be twice the number of FFs in the circuit.
The row and column decoders are built in such a way that the row and column lines intersect to address a FF. This design has the least area and routing overhead compared to other decoding schemes. The total number of rows and columns depends on the number of FFs and the actual layout. The least number of hor- izontal and vertical lines would occur in the case when both are equal in number and numerically equal to the square root of the number of FFs in the circuit. Let us assume that the row decoder decodes 1 among the m lines and the column decoder decodes 1 among the n lines, where the total number of FFs is m × n. It is assumed that the inputs to the decoder fans-out from the primary inputs of the circuit. Therefore the number of inputs to the circuit must be greater than log 2 m + log 2 n.
In comparison with cross-check [2] where an entire row needs to be addressed and a single FF can be set only if the contents of all other FFs in that row are known. And this scheme wouldn't work if a MISR is used to capture the outputs. In our architecture we can address any FF without any constraint and read the value for it correspondingly.
Routing
The architecture described in [18] used three separate signals to control any given FF apart from the signal feeding-in from the combinational logic. This design is illustrated in Figure 5 . Our design performs the equivalent function using only a decoder signal. There by eliminating two globally routed signals to the FF. The output from every FF is connected to a bus that leads to a primary output pin. This is analogous to the "Test-control" signal being routed in the SS, only that the TC signal is connected to every FF from a primary input pin. The scan-in signal, which forms a chain from a primary input to a primary output through all the FFs in SS is eliminated and a signal from the decoder to each FF is added. The conventional decoder scheme used in [18] becomes very complex and cumbersome to implement since a single wire would have to be routed to every FF. Also the decoder complexity will grow proportionally. For 65,536 (64K) FFs, 65,536 unique wires will have to be routed across the IC and would require 64K 16-input AND gates to decode 16 address lines. The output of the FFs are fed to a MISR, i.e., every FF feeds to an MISR in the previous RAS designs.
The grid architecture shown in Figure 4 was found to be the most efficient way to layout the decoders. The total number of extra routes added is m + n. With a minimum of two layers of metal routing, the row wires can be accommodated within the channel inbetween the cell rows and the column wires can be routed over the cell in the next metal layer. Hence there will be an increase of one track per channel (assuming m channels) and n tracks that are routed on the next metal layer. Let us assume a circuit with 65,536 (64K) FFs like before. Let us also assume a square layout that has 256 routing channels. Hence every row will contain 256 FFs. i.e. m = 256 and n = 256. The total number of additional tracks will be 256 + 256 = 512. Let the length of every channel be 'l' µm and assuming the vertical dimension to be a linear multiple of the channel length, i.e., (q × l) µm, then the increase in length of routes is (q + 1) × l µm. Hence 65,536 wires have been reduced to 512 wires.
Scanout Design
We have designed a novel mechanism for the scanout of the FFs. It is a hierarchical structure that ensures there is no loading on the FFs while driving the output. The idea is illustrated in Figure 6 . A cluster of FFs in a close proximity, feed to a common bus. And the contents of the bus are captured by a normal FF clocked by the normal clock which is suppressed in the test mode to the rest of the circuit. The row address that activates the FF is also captured in another FF. The contents of the FF are propagated further in the next clock cycle. This scheme was developed considering the drivability of the tri-state buffers. The outputs are pipelined to minimize the delays that may have resulted without the hierarchical structure. It is intuitive from Figure 6 that the succeeding stage would have the outputs enabling the tristate buffers, ORed and fed to a FF to preserve the address. We are also evaluating a scheme with sense amplifiers and pre-charged lines read the contents of the FFs.
Area Overhead
Assuming a circuit has n g gates and n f f FFs each consisting of 10 gates. Assuming the FF is designed as shown in Figure 1 , the gate overhead of SS [12] and RAS is given by equations (1) and (2) Gate overhead of scan = 4 × n f f n g + 10 × n f f × 100% (1) The RAS FF has 4 gates of the multiplexer similar to scan-FF and the gates in Figure 1 , the additional gates that are added are one AND-OR-INVERT (AOI) and a tri-state buffer as shown in Figure 3 , i.e., the logic can be minimized by using one complex gate (AOI) and using the same inverter that is used to invert the clock in a FF. The logic shown within the dotted box in Figure 4 can be further minimized. For the number of gates increased by the decoder, let us assume a decoder structure built using pass transistors. The number of transistors required to decode 'log 2 c' lines to 'c' lines approximately equals 2 × c. Assuming that a gate is made up of 4 transistors and n f f = c (horizontal lines) × d (vertical lines), the gate overhead of RAS can be approximated by the equation shown below:
Let us consider a circuit with 5,120 gates and assume that there are 512 FFs in the circuit. The gate overhead of serial scan is 20% from Equation 1 and the gate overhead of RAS is 30.2% from Equation 2. Hence there is an increase of 10% in the x dimention of the layout.
Testing
The tests target all the stuck-faults in the CUT. Consistently dominant faults are modeled on the tristate buffers in the circuit [21, 22] . The decoder is first tested using the MATS++ [23] test. The FFs are cleared initially since it is assumed that a clear operation is possible on all the FFs to initialize them and then the test is performed.
{
(w0); ⇑(r0,w1); ⇓(r1,w0,r0) } This test adequately tests for Address decoder faults (AF) unlinked with transition faults (TF) and all AFs linked with TFs. All the stuck at faults (SAF) are detected because, from each cell a '0' and a '1' is read uniquely.
-Addressing order can be either increasing or decreasing ⇑-Increasing memory addressing order
⇓-Decreasing memory addressing order
After the test-circuitry is tested for fault free operation, the FFs are set up to perform the routine tests. The initial states are loaded into the FFs and the combinational inputs are applied at the primary input. The vector sequences required to test the decoder and FFs, is linearly proportional to the number of FFs in the circuit. 
Algorithm to Compact Test Vectors

End While
During scan-in, the CUT is subject to unnecessary activity and all the FFs are subject to change state. Various methods are presented in the literature to mask the FF transitions during test mode [26, 27] . Assuming that the power dissipation in the CUT, is directly proportional to the number of transitions in the primary inputs and the transitions in the states of FFs, the power dissipation in RAS is reduced drastically, since, the only activity during scan mode is the transition in state of a single FF under consideration and transitions at the primary input pins that control the decoder.
Delay Testing Using RAS
Delay testing in SS circuits is very constrained. The scan-FFs are modified and HOLD latches [28] are often inserted between the FFs and the combinational logic. The latches insert excess delays in the path and increase area overhead due to routing of an additional control (HOLD) signal. A one bit change can be obtained very easily using RAS, which is very vital in the case of delay testing. A vector V1 is set up and vector V2 with a one bit change is applied. It is known that any testable path can be tested by a single input change vector pair [29] . These tests are easy to apply in RAS but cannot be guaranteed in SS. A change in state of a FF, only needs one clock and the circuit response is captured in the next clock cycle, there by testing a desired path for delay. Hence delay testing, can be performed using RAS with no additional hardware, and any combinationally generated delay test vector will work for sequential circuits using RAS.
Error diagnosis, which is a lengthy process for SS, can be very efficient with RAS.
Results
The proposed architecture was modeled and tested on ISCAS benchmark circuits. The algorithm was implemented and the fault coverage was observed to be the same as SS. A reduction in test vectors up to 60% can be observed ( Table 2) in most of the circuits. Maximum reduction is acheived when the average number of faults per combinational vector is small and the number of FFs is proportionally higher. Since in these cases the setup time of scan FFs would increase compared to RAS. The reduction in test time is slightly lower than that described in [18] . This is because of the improvement that we made in the design, by minimizing the number of signals that needs to be routed to every FF.
Relative reduction of power dissipation in the circuit is calculated assuming that, the power dissipated is directly proportional to the number of transitions in the primary inputs and states of FFs. The results were obtained for both SS and RAS (Table 3) . It can be observed that, as the size of the circuits increases, reduction in power dissipation up to 99% is achieved using RAS.
Modifying ATPG to Decrease Number of Vectors
The results presented in this paper are based on the vectors obtained using existing ATPG algoritms. A slight modification in the form of an added constrain in the ATPG, can further decrease the test vectors using RAS. The following algorithm can be employed to obtain further compaction of test vectors.
Conclusion
RAS has started gaining acceptance gradually. A practically implementable architecture for RAS is proposed here. An algorithm is constructed to re-order and compact the test vectors. The flexibility of the design helps to detect non-targeted faults, since any arbitrary vector can be applied and any arbitrary FF can be observed. Simulation results show that power dissipation is reduced up to 99%, and up to 60% reduction in test vectors is observed compared to the Serial Scan. Test application time as well as power consumption in a circuit are complementary objectives in SS, but are addressed concurrently in RAS, where both are reduced simultaneously. This work is based on the premise that as technology improves and test complexity increases, a marginal increase in chip area for design for testability is least prohibitive.
